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23rd St. Elevators
To Become Automated
BY RICK HILL
Baruch College has plans to begin con
vers ion of the six manually operated
elevators in the 23rd Street building to
automatic operation in July of 1984.
According to Professor Marilyn Mikulsky,
Director of Campus Planning and Facilities,
the scheduled conversion is necessary
because "the elevators are outdated and
need remodelling and full replacement."
All six elevators are the orginal equipment
from 1928.

Professor Cid Sirgado

After spending 17 years as teacher and
administrator at Hofstra University, Professor Isabel Cid Sirgado has been appointed as Chairperson of the Romance
Languages Department of Baruch College.

language."
When asked about the popularity of the
Spanish language she responded that "this
is due to the growing Spanish population in
New York City public schools. But, she emphasized, "Spanish speaking students
should not think that just because they

tary and secondary schooling in Buenos

courses easy. Hispanic students should be

BY GENE CASSIDY

Born in Cuba, she received her elemen-

Aires, Argentina and Havana, Cuba. She
completed her undergraduate work in Italy
and Cuba and recieved her M.A. from St.
Johns University (Latin American preColumbian literature and culture) and her
Ph.D. from New York University (Spanish
and Italian literature).
Having taken over as Chairperson on
September 1, of this year, Professor Sirgado
said that it was too soon to see any changes
that need to be made. But her philosophy
about the role of her department leaves no
doubt that she will seek changes when
necessary. "The language department" she
said, "can take the lead, indeed, has the
responsibility of changing the image of the
so-called 'Ugly American.' Because we live
in a multi-cultural society, students need to
know more about the sociological, political
and anthropological background of their

speak

the

language;

they will

find

ihe

exposed to more of their culture and
background."
With the forthcoming· national election
Professor Sirgado sees President Reagan's
courting of the· Hispanic vote as a sign of
the emerging political power of Hispanic
groups. She added that "the Hispanic vote,
along with the women's movement and the
educational issue, are the three political
realities that will shape the next election."
Professor Sirgado, whose resume accomplishments total seven pages, has served on more than a dozen boards and committees on. the federal, state and local
government level dealing with the development of language education. She also
found time in her busy schedule to serve as
consultant to the MiniSter of Education of El
Salvador.
.
Conttnued on Page 9

ADDITION TO ACCOUNTING FACULTY
BY CARY FEDERMAN
Professor Douglas R. Carmichael is the
newest addition to Baruch's Accounting
faculty. He brings style, wit, and 13 years
experience as chief of staff in charge of
auditing standards at the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).
Professor Carmichael was with the
Baruch faculty before, having been a part
time professor with the Accounting depart
ment.
Carmichael left academia for the
American Institute for CPA's. At the In
stitute, he concerned himself with auditing
standards. Though he enjoyed his role,
which set the auditing standards for every
public accounting firm in the c.ountry, he
says he enjoys teaching very much. He has
come to believe in the old axiom that one
learns only through teaching. Professor
Carmichael admits, too, that there is a gap
betv een what goes on in the public ac
counting firms and what is being taught in

laboratories and restrooms, according to
the director of campus planning.
The elevator replacement, however, is
subject to approval by the City University
of New York Board of Trustees, and the
State Capital Budget Department early in
the spring of 1984.
The conversion is part of the State Re
habilitation Project, and a continuing
process of updating the university build
ings. The cost of converting the six eleva
tors will be $1.4 million. The bidding will
begin in May 1984, if the funds are allo
cated. Professor Mikulsky said that the
expcts no opposition to the plans. She ex
pects the cost of the conversion to be re
couped in five years from the savings of
the elimination of the salaries of the 12
elevator operators.
The elevator operators in the 23rd Street
Building will be reassigned within Baruch
or at another college in the CUNY system.
Mikulsky · said that the conversion had
already been discussed with the operators'
t.1r.ilon. "They are civil service employees,"

she exp/a.ins, Hand are in no danger of /os-

'---------------'
Professor Mikulsky expects the replacement process to take one and one half
years. "Two elevators will be taken out of
service at a time, for a period of six
months," she said.
The Office of Campus Planning and
Facilities will try to reduce the jnconvenience to the student5 as much as possible.
Professor Mikulsky explains: "We will try
to limit the classes in the 23rd Street
Building and put them in other buildings.
we will place other activities into these
spaces that have less of a turnover and
utilize the lower floors as much as
possible." Further, the use of th�e 23rd
Street Building will also be curtailed
because of a planned renovation of science

ing their jobs."
One elevator operator who asked to remain anonymous said she looked forward
to be transferred. "I'll be happy to leave.
There's not enough elevators and an excess
work load. The elevator doors are too
heavy for a woman to open all day long,"
she explained. This eleven year veteran
operator continued, "It'll be harder on the
students because the (automated) elevators
will be much slower."
Student contacted were indifferent to
the switch-over. They did not believe
there would be any noticeable change in
seryice. "The elevators will sti'II be slow
and crowded." One elevator operator,
however, offered one bit of advice for
students to help to cope with the conversion. "Be patient, or walk."

Baruch Reaccredited By AACSB
BY BERNARD SAUNDERS

the universities. But adds that the public
accounting firms have traditionally played
the role of intellectual leader in auditing
standards while the universities usually
wait for any progress to trickle down. Pro
fessor Carmichael gives Baruch much
credit "for the moral initiative it has shown
in the accounting field.'
Continued on Page 9

The graduate and undergraduate busi
ness programs of Baruch were reaccred
ited by the American Assembly of Col
legiate Schools of Business (AACSB) at
its meeting in Kansas City in April.
This action by the national accrediting
body for business schools gives Baruch the
singular distinction of being the only public
college to receive such recognition in the
metropolitan area.
The other schools similarly accreditited
are Columbia, Fordham, Hofstra, New
York University, Rutgers and St. Johns.
Baruch is also one of the 28 member in
stitutions of MCSB to have its accounting
program accredited.
Just what does the accreditation mean to
Baruch, its administration, faculty and stu
dent body?
Francis J. Connefly is th_e �ean, School of
.

Business and Public Administration. He
said, "The Administration, the Provost and
the President have made a committment to
excellence:'
Accreditation in general insures that you
have some minimal level of resources. The
curriculum has met national standards."
According to the Dean, "it cost a lot to
be accredited. The staff has to be
predominantlt full-time, which makes it
more expensive to run." The Dean con
tinued, "it also means that the full-time
faculty has met the research standards that
the accrediting body has established."
In addition to curriculum, the school
had to meet national standards in the fol
lowing areas: admission standards for
s tudents; library and computer re
sources; facilities, and resources.
Continued on Pagf 9
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ESSA ,.Pr-esident's M�ssage_

"I am a strong believer
in action."
I have been a member of E.S.S.A . for
one year, a past treasurer of Sigma Alpha
Delta and I am .currently treas'urer of
New YOrk Metro-Region United States
Association of Evening Students. I work
full-time as do most of you. I am a strong
bel,iever of "action." I want to make
things happen; not watch what is ·hap
pening.

"Improve· our
Infrastructure"
Our theme for the year is to "Improve
our Infrastructure." To accomplish our
theme, we will meet the following objec
tives:
- conduc;t meetings professionally
- increase participation from the student
body in E.S.S.A. as well as other evening
dubs
- amend our constitution for clarity
- generate new ideas, i.e., Child care
- continue on-going services, i.e., legal
ser-v1ces
- encourage communi�ation to and from
the student body and
- represent student interest via a fair
allocation of funds.

Stop in and visit me. Tell me wbat you
erpect from your student government. 1
w;II be available on Tuesdays from 6:©©
p.rfl. to 8:00 p.m. in Room 509.
Let's all get involved!

body very soon for sigAatures to amend
the constitution, and of course, seeking
your involvement in evening clubs.

Fall 1983 is here and it's time to jump
right into the swing of things -•purchasing
books, studying, and joining or, returning to
Baruch's evening clubs.
The Evening Session Student Assembly
has already had its first meeting, and we are
all very optimistic towards . a successful
year,

MARIE SYE

In order to progress, we will need your
i,,articipation and cooperation. The effec
tiveness of a school government is con
tingent upon its members. Come and join
the members of E.S.S.A. Don't allow a
chosen few to speak for you!
We will be calling upon the st1Jdent

- E.S.S.A. HOLDS
· ELECTION
OF OFFICERS

I would like to thank all of the E.S.S.A.
members who · are continuing their
membership and those .members who join
ed recently. I am positive that together we
v1ill b.: p,roductive.

At the first meeting for 1983, the evening
Session Student Assembly held its elec
tions.
Elected president was Marie Sye, a
senior, majoring in Finam:e. Solomon
Fuerst was elected Tr.easurer, and the
offic;e of Vice President of External Af
fairs went to Julian. f\r.onowitz, an upper
senior, majoring in Management. Also
elected was Maxine Arak as Vice Presi
dent of Social and Club Activities. Miss
Arak who is a Business/J01Jrnalism ma
jor is a ldwer. senior.

I look forward to a stimulating, challeng
ing and rewarding year as the new ·Presi
dent of E.S.S.A.

·"Stop in and visit."

SIGMA ALPHA DELTA

ANNOUNCES
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY
BY LINDA LUKAS
Sigma Alpha Delta, Baruch's only Even
ing Student Service Society, is proud to an
nounce· the co.mmencement of its 25th
year.
Presiding this year on the Board of the
organization will be.the following students,
elected by their co-members at the close of
the Spring 1983 semester:

Constance Mason
Keith Brotherson
Lillian Kormendy
Gloria Benjamin
Jean Troupe
Manuel Madeiros
Cynthia Taylor

Chancellor
Vice Chancellor
Treasurer
Recording Secretary
Corresponding
Secretary
Member-at-Large
Member-at-Large

The Board and membership of Sigma
'Alpha Delta proudly represents the great
diversification of professions, life styles and
ambitions that make Bawch's even_ing stu
dent body •mique among the colleges of
New York. Once a year eligible candidates
for membership are contacted by mail.
Eligibility is determined according to a
criteria of a cumulative grade point average
of B- or better and an earned credit total of
45 credits with at least 18 credits earned at
Baruch.
The organization is a professional net
work as well as a social forum where ex-.
perienees and academic information is
freely exchanged in a warm, cordial at
mosphere. It is everywhere visible in its
capacity for service to the student body; as
a source of organized free tutorial services,

as an exchange center for used books in the
26th Street B u ild ing Ba s ement, a n d
·periodically a s host for special guest lec
turers from business and academia. Look
for postings around the school or call the
-Evening Student Guidance Office for fur
ther informatiori.
To all students, best w,ishes from Sigma
Alpha Deltans for a fulfilling and successful
semester thidall.

��,
�
'

.

NEXT E.S.S.A
MEETING
OCTOBER 3
at
9:00 P.M.

Room 509
26th St. Bid.
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CUNY Welcomes New Deputy Chancellor
.. Baruch Gains Professor Of Marketing
8

I. ALISO

MITH

Th post of D puty Chancellor to the
Cit Un1vers1ty of
Yor ha· been
fill d, aft r a 01d of sI months
Houston G. Elam has been appointed by
the Board of Trust es to the post, effective
Sept mber I, 1983. Dr. Elam com s to
CU Y from hi position as Dean of the Col
l ge of anagement at the Uni ersIty of
as achusetts, Boston. He has also been
grant d tenure as a professor of marketing
in th Ph.D. program at Baruch.
o stranger to the Baruch campus, Dr.
Flam I ft Baruch 13 years ago after six
y ars as an a s si stant profes or 1n the
marketing department of the School of
Business His time now ill be divided
b t,\ n the 1, o posts he has assumed.
As Deput Chancellor, Dr. Elam's re
�pons1b11it Is to manage the everyday
operations of central administration and to
pro ide support to Chancellor Joseph Mur
phy, and to the Board of Trustees. He
describes his role as like "an executive
vice president in a company.. to make us
operate as a team." Further, he describes
CU Y as "a place I always wanted to be
with " He feels confident that there is a
clear commitment to the city student,
full and part-time, in assisting the stu
dent even if the high school education
wa not great."
ith open admission, he believes there
Is "upward mobility," and this Dr. Elam
say , "is the essence of helping average
people get an education," and the reason
for his return to CU Y.
H 1 list of accomplishments and cre
denr ,a ls n1ay stand Houston Elam in
good stead to take on the major tasks he
faces as he begins as Deputy Chancellor to
the nation' third largest university system.
One of his primary functions is to coor
dinate matters directly with Chancellor
Murphy and to develop an internal system
of reporting to Vice Chancellors.

Dr. Elam's prestigious
past
Prior to his four years at the University of
Massachusetts, Dr. Elam spent nine years at
Montclair State College, holding posts as
professor of Administrative Sciences and as
Dean of the School of Professional Arts and
Sciences. From 1958-1962, Dr. Elam lec
tured in the schools of business at the
Uni ersity of Pittsburgh, Rochester Institute
of Technology, and ew York University.
Dr. Elam has also contributed time to
arious other national and regional
organizations as member, president, or
director, in addition to conduc;ing summer
workshops for eight years in Jamaica, West
Indies.
In 1961 Dr Elam was the recipient of a
Ford Foundation Doctoral Fellowship at
e, York University. 1 umerous honors
and awards ha e been conferred on him.
He has co-a�thored and written five texts
on marketing, management and business
administration as well as innumerable
commis s ioned articles and research
, orks and reams more for a variety of
business and industr journals. One ma
ier work of , hich he is particularly proud
1
his directorship of several research
projects for the YCHDA which provid
ed data for large scale urban renewal
projects. Ensuing from this study is the
no" acti e South Bronx Model Cities
Project. Dr. Elam has also been a prolific
editorial contributor to trade publica
tion For example, in 1970 to 1973 he
"as the executi e editor of Marketing
Re i�w, a ·monthly public�t_ion of th_e__
American ar eting Association.

Why Were
We In Vietnam?
BY FRED GUATELLI

Dr. Houston Elam

A s Hous ton Elam s i t s e a s ily in his
chair behind a y�t uncluttered desk, in a
spacious, unadorned room of the East 80th
Street building, his manner is mild and
easy-going. -He has recently moved into a
new apartment in the city, "bought by
my bank" he quips, and near enough to
his office to facilitate the -long days he
anticipates once the semester begins.
Describing himself as a workaholic, Dr.
Elam plans to devote what little free time
remains to "some community group."
He explains that while he was active with
the Rotarians in Boston, his commitment
in ew York will come more as a conse
quence of "what a group will do, rather
than who they are." "Most of the things
I wilJ join," he adds, "will either direct
ly or indirectly attempt to assist the uni
versity." And when prodded, admitted
that, "Yes, I'm doing some writing."
othing further from the man who must
keep the trust of the CUNY Board of
Trustees.
So Houston G. Elam sits ready to be the
adminis trator-cum-prof e s sor. A man
with a wealth of experience, and an illus
trious background. Elam, in,his early fif
ties, says, "I was an administrator dur
ing the really boisterous times, so I'm
ready for them," when jokingly asked
whether he was ready f or the wave of
student protests that are sure to plague
him from time to time.
•

Next
Deadline
October
11

With shrill cries of "U.S. out of El
Salvador" and "No more Vietnams,"
liberals have voiced their own visceral op
position to President Regan's policy toward
El Salvador, a natiorr torn apart by guerilla
war. Accordingly, these same liberals have
urged the United States to cleanse itself of
the sins committed in Vietnam by sup
porting the Salvadoran rebels.
These same individuals also remind us
that the U.S. also attempted to protect the
South Vietnamese government, an un
popular regime we are told that could·not
stop the Vietcong - a communist guerilla
force supposedly attempting to liberate the
South.
By comparing El Salvador to Vietnam,
liberals have re-opened the issue of
whether our involvement in Southeast Asia
was moral. So, when opponents of the
president shout "No more Vietnams," we
must ask: to which Vietnam are they referr
ing? Are they referring to the picture
painted by the liberal press? If they are,
then these people are referring to a version,
or more precisely, a delusion, born in the
minds of anti-war activists.

Podho·retz: former
c;ritic; now defender.
Norman Podhoretz, ·in his book, Why
We Were In Vietnam attemps to correct

the historical record of our involvement in
Vietnam. Podhoretz, the editor of "Com
mentary" magazine and a termer critic of
the war ·himself, states that the "debate,
along with the war' that provoked it, was
then hastily interred in the forensic
equivalent of an unmarked grave." Ob
viously, the anti-war liberals haye buried
the tr.uth because these individuals prefer
to. point to our involvement as an im
perialistic venture in which United States
forces committed numerous atrocities.
Thus there is a world of difference between
the war in which U.S: soldiers fought and
the war presented by doves, Vietcong sym
pathizers, and the biased press.
Our involvement into the Asian debacle
can be attributed to two reasons: American
idealism and the lessons of Munich. Says
Podhoretz: "For the truth was fhat the
United States went into Vietnam not for the
sake of its own interests in the ordinary
sense but for the sake of an ideal. The in
tervention was the product of the Wilso
nian side of the American character - the
side that went to war in 1917 to 'make the
world safe for democracy'...One can
characterize this- impulse as naive.... But
there is no rationally defensible way it can
be called immoral."

The Munich Experience
To Podhoretz, the Munich experience
had impressed itself upon the American
..P,SY�,tQ-s�l-\·jtD+�twt'..t.b��·i.t.lw,,te.tl=Je
Unifeo' States in;,,orvement
'Vietnam.

'tn

Why We Were in Vietnam
By Norman Podhoretz
Simon and Schuster
250 pp. $5. 95 Paper

"Indeed, for many, their original sup
port of American intervention had been
based upon the memory of Munich. To
such people the lesson of Munich had
been that an expansionist totalitarian
power could not be stopped by giving in
to its demands and that limited resistance
at an early s ta g e was the only way to
avoid a FULL0SCALE LATER ON " Podhoretz adds.
Once more, Podhoretz says, ''In Vietnam
as in Central Europe, then, a totalitarian
political force - Nazism then, communism
now·_ was attempting to expand the area
under its control."
The lack of progress in the war,
Podhoretz relates, was due to the fact that
the United States did, not pursue a strategy
that would lead to 'victory. Moreover, a
new'political force - the "New Left" was taking shape. According to Podhoretz,
"not only did many New Leftists march in
demonstrations waving Vietcong flags, they
also did every thing they could to pro
pagate a view of the war according to
which the Vietcong and Hanoi represented
good and the South Vieinamese and the
U.S. represented evil."
The Vietnam era was also a time when
many intellectuals travelled to Hanoi telling
us that North Vietnam was a little piece of
Eden. Podhoretz tells us that Susan Sontag,
for example, really believed that the com
munists were treating our POWs quite well.
"However,'' Podhoretz says, "one must
say that Sontag was merely naive, for
Americans were,being tortured by the Viet
namese."

"A shining example·
of revisionist literature"
In conclusion, Why We Were, In Viet
nam is a shining example of revisionist

literature in that it attempts (successfully) to
correct the historical record. Podhoretz
feels that the antiwar movement should
share in the blame for the fall of Vietnam.
By abandoning Vietnam to the communists
the U.S. allowed V ietnam to become
enslaved. The results of which was the tide
of boat P!:!Ople that "1it our shores in the late
1970s.
Podhoretz's main point - and one we
shouldn't forget - is that the.;Vietcong was
nothing more than an organization under
the influence of North Vietnam. Thus, the
Vietcong was not an· indigenous, popular
army. The anti-war Left enjoyed telling Just
such fairy tales in the hope of portraying
the U.S. as an agressive power bent upon
supressing a popular revolution. Well, the
sad news is that the Left had their way and
today !he people of Vietnam live in ab
solute misery.,
•
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THE HALOED BERNIE AND- THE BEDEVILED BERNI�

-The Staff of THE REPORTER would like it to be known that its printing of adver
_
tisements does not endorse or spbnsor the pr9ducts.
College students, whether they attend private or state-run colleges; are not
CLOCKS
homogeneous and should not be treated as such. They gre inpividuals capable
. of original thoughts and ideas. As su.ch, they can sur�ly think for themselves and
Have_ you _ever tried to set your watch to any of the clocks in the 23rd Street
should be allowed to make their own decisions - albeit rigbt or wrong.'T�at is
B'uilding·? Perhaps you do not wear a Watch, but you may also want to know the ·
how one learns.
correct time. Of course, you cannot alw,ays do s9, successfully. And why not?
·w�en some p�ople liken advertisements in our medium to "SaJurday-night '
specials," "heroin," or "undetectable poisons/' we think that that is taRing it
,
- Of the.- 16 floors utilized by students and staff at Baruch College,
much too far and is not an apposite comparison.
.-. . ·,
not ev.ery floor has a clock. Those with clocks, rarely tell the corWotild they consider advertisements for -cigarettes and liquor akin to
fi
_·
red time; In fact, at the time of our investigation, we foun€1 that
"heroin"? They are both drugs. And while the Surge'on General has stated that
�
.
th�ee clocks were over an hour fast.
cigarettes do cause cancer� advertisements for cigarettes appear all over the city.
'May we sl!ggest to the a·ppropriate office .that the remaining
further, bookstores unabashedly advertise workbooks for PSATs,'SATs, GMATs,
·'
clocks all conform to the correct tirne and that those f10ors bereft
LSATs, GRE; etc. Is that a form of cheating? Perhaps'so. It certainly is.
of clocks:-l6, 14, 10, 9, 8, 5, and 2-be so equipped. Until next
While we have to admi� that, unfortunately, sfudents will cheat, we would like
to point out that it is the duty of fhe pro�tors to ensure that it does not happen.
time, a BEDEVILED BERNIE to the staff of Campus Planningand facilities.
Further, professors should know or Have first-hand knowledge of their students'
abilities and be suspicious when term papers reek · of fraud.

Cash For Caris

Kudos to former Governor blugh Carey who signed into law the so-called
"bottle bill," and the sponsors, Republican James Lack a'nd D;mocrat G. Oliver
Koppel!.
For those who are not aware of the "bottle bill, here is a briefing. At 12:01 on
-September 12, stores have to charge at least five cents on Gans and bottles of car
bonated drinks,. mineral water, ale and beer. Distributors and retailers naturally
will pass on the cost to the consumers, who in turn, should return each can or
bottle for a five cents refund. New York State, as well as eight other states have
now adopted such a law. Milk and non-carbonated beverages are exempt.
. It is long overdue. Our highways, parkways and streets have oecome dump
)ng grounds for empties. No longer do we care what our environment looks ,
like. Simply put, our highways and parkways, as well as our parks are unsightly.
.The purpose of the bill is to reduce if not eliminate litter. Sure, there will be
New Yorkers wf\9 would rather d·ump on the streets, and to them we say take a
look around, isn't it time· that our streets looked better?-

Letters
Research Papers
To the Editor:
Although I hate to jump on student jour
nalists at the very beginning o( the
semeste.r, I ml!lst regi!!ter mt di'smay at the
appearance of the "Research Papers"
a dvertisement on page ·8 of your
September 12th edition.
It may be true that a small percentage of
Baruch student5 would rather cheat their
way to a degree than earn -.it honestly, but
that is hardly reason for the The Reporter to
make this easier by telling them where they
can buy term papers. And surely accepting
ads from a "term paper rrijll" is the moral
equ ivalent of' accepting ads for lieroifl,
Saturday-night specials, or undetectable
poisons.
I hope, then, that in t�e--future you w ill
refuse to run ads from this.or any other out
fit that seek to profit from student insecurity
or the desire to find an easy (albeft illegal)
way to sat isfy course requirements.
Thanks for your attention.
Sincerely,
Norman W. Storer
C�airman
$Qc;i9lqgy & Antfirppology

A.I.D.S.
· To the Editor-:
Regarding your art icle on AIDS, you in
correctly identified me as the President of
the Gay & Lesbian Students Alliance. I have
not been the President, nor hav� I served
on the Executive Committee of the Alliance
for the past two semesters·. Such an over
sight was irresponsible on your pa rt.
I d i d recei�e a letter from Ms. Beverley .
Douglas informing me of the pend ing.AIDS.
article. However, because of summer vaca
t ions, I was �nab le to coritact our current
president, a·nd I too was on an extended
summer ,holiday.
I do applaud your efforts fo.r wanting to
.bring such a-ser,ious topic as Al0S to the at
tent i en of the Baruch Community.
However., I think it would have bee'n ,better
for all concerned had you waited (or tlie
start of the fall semester to contact the
respecrive organizations.
I am sure you will find the Gay & Le.sbian
Students Alliance-willing to cooperate w ith
you on all levels regarding this topic. Let's
try again.
· Sincerely,
· · , : Pat Giar.1d0lfo, fprmer P�e,side.11,t
Gay & Lesbian Students AIHance,

. ELEVATORS
It is 12:30 and the lines to the elevators in the 26th Street buildi Ag snake past
the telephone kiosks exteneing to tlae door at 46 East 26 Street.
It is 5:20 ancl the lines to the elevat@rs in the 26th Street bl!lilding e'l<ten·o to the
, door at 46 East 26 Street, again snaking past the telephone kiosks.
·
What seems to be the problem? There are no elevators. All the
·s
arrows on the control board are lit in green which means that the -i'
�
four elevators are on their way up.
Student,s shift their books from one arm to the other, grumbling
'
and looking at their watches. They ha,ve been waiting for a long
time., 12:30 and 5:20 p.mr are not the only times that lines· are
long. Indeed, ,it seems as if the-only time to get in ·an elevator as quickly as possi·
·
ble is at 7:30 in the morning or at' 10 p.m.
_May we suggest that the elevators in the 26th Stre�t building be repro
grammed so-that one elevator cou�d run from ground to 5, angther from 5 to 10
and the remaining frnm 10 to 2'0?

Eqlitor's note:
Pat Ciando'lfo states correctly that he is
not the president of the Cay and Lesbian
Students Alliance. We admit our· error in
sta.ting that he js and apologize to the pre
_sent president _for . omitting his name.
However, the present president has ·not
contacted THE REPQRTER.

Fligh.t 007
To the Editor,:
I've gotten· a little burnt o,1�t with the
knee-jerk ,nationalism going around these
days that has been �hinly disguised as moral
indignation concerning the destruction of
Flight 007. We in the United States are so
bundled up in our own self-image that
when we see our own double, we refuse to
recognize the resemblance. Let's try on a
d ifferent pair of glasses:
1) The ruling structure of the Sov iet
Union is a white-male dominated hierarchy
which ma intains its empire_ by oppressing
the w-0rkers1-the women, and tl;ie racial ar;id
ethnic minorities that live under _·th.al

regime, by use of_ covert domestic in
telligence, polite. violence, aAd militar<)!
force, and when some sect i0n of that en
forcement apparatus commits an aet as
blatantly horrendous as murdering 269
civilians, the ruling structure is going t0 lie
about it-that's simply one more means of
maintaining control. (Sound familiar?-if
not, try read ing 'My Lai' instead of 'Flight
007'.)
2) Another angle to improve our vi
sion-what if it was a Cuban jet, fly ing over
the U.S. with no lights, no radio contact, n0
acknowledgements to international con
ventions to land; a civilian' plane, but still
an enemy (by governmeAt standards)
plane, big enough to carry all sorts of
good ies, peace. ful or not-so-peaceful?
WHAT WOUtD WE DO? In a country
where serious credence is given to such ab
surdit ies as 'limited nuclear war' 'winnal:ile
'
nuclear war', and 'windows of vulnerabili
ty' (that lneans that 'only' 120 million
Americans will be killed or wounded as a
direct result of nuclear war), an-d where
hard-liners still vote the Pentagon budget
increases to develop more ways to kill
civilian popuJat ions, can anyone honestly
t�II. �-e t.��� !�e ?�nize�� ?f �he P�r,,t�g�n
C.6ntinued on ��ge 5' ' · •·•
� ·, , , ..
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LEGAL-EASE

IN THE RIGHT CORNER
Freeze The Freeze

Lemon Aid

BY CARY FEDERMAN

BY PROF. WARREN H. HYMAN
Have you or anyone you know ever pur
chased an automobile that simply drove
you mad due to its poor operating condi
tion? Did you ever have to take it back to
the dealer time and time again? If your
answ r is "yes"- relax-you may now
be able to g e t some relief. Our Law·
makers in Albany, etfective September
1, 1983 ha e passed a new law giving
thos who get stuck with "clunker" better
luck in getting a refund or even a new
car The new law is affectionately known
as the new "lemon law."

standards, the owner must first exhaust that
remedy. However, even if the owner is
forced to go the arbitration route first, the
odds are still somewhat in the consumer's
favor. The manufacturer is bound by the ar
bitration panel's decision, but the con
sumer is not bound by any such decision.
Since the complainant-owner is forced to
accept arbitration, he has the right to report
to the courts in the event of an adverse
award in arbitration. In any event, if the
manufacturer or dealer refuses to replace
the car or refund the customer's money,
the customer must prove to the court that
the defect was not fixed.

How to get
Lemon-aid

t:L_____________

__J

The new law defines a lemon as any car
on which the same defect has not been cor
rected after four visits to the dealer, or one
that has been out of commission for a total
of thirty days because of the defect. These
conditions must occur within two years of
the purchase of the vehicle or within
18 000-whichever comes first. In ad·

dition, the defect must be to parts that are

covered by a warranty.

Caveat to
Consumer
Of course, the consumer should be warn
ed that getting a refund or a new car may
not be as easy as simply asking for it. If the
manufacturer has an arbitrating program
that meets the United States government's

Letters

Continued from Page 4

will suddenly become bleeding-hearts
overnight, when a civilian jet, on that very
same night, seems to represent a very
serious threat? Given the militaristic state of
mind which exists in the U.S. today, the
U.S. would do the same thing-IT WOULD
SHOOT DOW THE JET!
3) One last look in the mirror-ten years
ago, when I was an undergraduate, I might
have read an editorial in my college
newspaper very similar to the one on page
6 of September 12's Reporter, except there
would have been a few changes - say,
'Viet
am' for 'Afghanistan'., 'the
democratically-elected government of
Sal ador Allende in Chile' for 'Solidarity',
and 'United States' for 'Soviet Union' and
the editorial might have read, with the ex
ception of my parenthetical comments, like
this:
"From their (sic) rape of Viet am to
their (sic) s t amping out of the demo·
craticall -elected go ernment of Salva
dor llende.,ip,Chile, th.e..Wnited States
has demonstrated its hypocrisy by claiming

Obviously, as with almost any new law,
there will be some confusion and many
questions to be answered. Accordingly, the
New York State Consumer Protection
Board has published a new booklet ap
propriately entitled "lemon Aid." This
brochure may be obtained free of charge
by writing to:
Lemon Aid
New York State Consumer Protection
Board
99 \Nashington Avenue
Albany, New York 12210

Although other states have similar laws,
the New York statute is generally
acknowledged to be the toughest lemon
law in the country.

•

Questions, comments and/or suggestions
concerning this or any future "Legal-Ease"
articles may be addressed to Professor
Hyman, c/o The Reporter, Box 345.

to be "peace-loving" and at the same time
building up a military machine capable of
destroying the world."
Somehow, I find no comfort in the
similarities.
Bill Ferns

•

Editor's Note:
The Soviet Union has still not apologized
to the families of the victims. It has not,
moreover, sent its apologies to the world for
a grave error committed on its behalf. /( you
can seriously equate the United States with
the Soviet Union,· Mr. Ferns, "when we see
our double, we refuse to recognize the
resemblance," then you are a little more
• burnt-out than you care to admit. Note
well, Mr. Fern,, that the United States has
never shot down a civilian aircraft, it being
the-poli<;:y of.o.ur.govemme,it.to guide.the,
plane to safety,
', ').,.• _.,,..'
, •. ..,
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So now we have come full circle. A
friend of mine once believed that it was at
least possible to have a meaningful
dialogue with the Soviet Union. Recent
events have changed his mind. Moreover,
the freeze movement itself is at a standstill

I

The freeze
is frozen

A nuclear-freeze friend of mine has been
very upset lately. He knows that the move
ment has millions of followers including
some influential advocates such as Senator
Kennedy and presidential-hopeful Alan
Cranston. In fact, all Democratic
presidential-hopefuls, except John Glenn,
are in f a vor of a f reeze. So why am I
against a freeze and why is my friend so
unhappy?
The reason for my friend's unhappiness is
because reality seeped into his utopian
filled brain.
You see, he's unhappy
because the freeze issue has gone
nowhere. Despite numerous referendums,
intensive lobbying, a near take over of Cen
tral Park in 1981, and the devotion of every
1960s left-over, the freeze has suffered
from a giant meltdown.
My friend is in a deep funk because he
once honestly believed that a freeze is a)
verifiable b) beneficial to the USSR and to
the USA and c) a perfect thing to do to
achieve everlasting peace. In truth, he' still
bel\eves in the above. But actio.ns taken by
the Soviet Union in recent weeks have
eliminated even his wildest utopian
dreams. But if you're not convinced that if
the Soviets are capable of shooting down
a plane with 269 innocent persons aboard,
they are capable of violating any treaty they
sign with us, listen to this.

(frozen, one might say) not because of
anything President Reagan has done, but
the stand-still is due to an act on the Soviet
Union's behalf. Why it takes the killing of
269 passengers to pass the MX or increase
the defense budget (One more question
from the DARTMOUTH REVIEW: "Com
pare the military budget of the USSR, a
mere 13 percent of the Soviet GNP, with
that of NATO, a provocative and militaristic
4 percent of GNP, and of the United States,
a whopping 6 percent of GNP.") is beyond
me. The theory has been advanced that
before Andropov rises in the morning, 269
Soviet citizens are either imprisoned or are
put to death.
So, advocates of a nuclear-freeze, the
choice is yours. You can live in the ice-age,
i.e., a world in which you endeavor to
freeze nuclear weapons with a country that
provides "support for world peace-makers,
such as Qadafi, Castro, and Arafat" (Ques
tion number 12, DR), or you can live in the
nuclear-age, i.e., a world in which the
United States.seeks to protect itse1f because
it understands and doesn�t underestimate
the ruthlessness of the communist sys·
•
�m.

From the Academy
In May of 1982, the DARTMOUTH
REVIEW, America's· leading conservative
college newspaper, ran a piece entitled
"15 Questions for your Nuclear-Freeze
Friends." The article is poignant and
perceptive because it illuminates points
that many liberals fail to take into con
sideration when discussing peace initiatives
with the Soviet Union. For example,
"Describe in 100 words or less the Soviet
monument to detente that stands in
Berlin." Or, "Estimate the total number of
deaths in Soviet prisons from 1917 to 1923.
(Hint: up to five million.)" By now, if you
are a liberal, you should be screaming
bloody murder. But wait • there's more.
"Give the number of Soviet citizens
murdered in the Gulag Archipelago from
1936 to 1950. (Hint: some 16 million.)"
And, "State the Soviet Bill of Rights." Just
one more, I love this one: "Narrate the
stunning success of the Soviet 'Chemicals
for Peace' program in Afghanistan, Cam
bodia, and Laos."
Clearly, these questions were thought of
to incite liberal minds to think about cer
tain issues many liberals simply refuse to
confront. After all, it is a known fact that
many liberals would like to live in peace.
Conservatives, too, would like to live in
peace. That's why they dedicate most of
their waking hours to exposing faults in the
Soviet Union (Faults is hardly a strong
enough word. After having killed 80 million
citizens in a 65 year history, it is hardly the
fault of a few men who meant well, or the
fault of a system which simply needs some
fine-:tunrng. :fKE!,faulr,lieS-Mjt.J. the system,
itself; noi-in•our>sl:ars:1 ·, •.• � 1 • •

·,·,

'

Protect your employees,
your company, and
yourself from the
personal suffering and
financial loss of
cancer... call your local
unit of the American
Cancer Society and ask
for their free pamphlet,
"Helping Your
Employe�s to Protect
, Themselves Against
Cancer." Start your ..,,
company on a
policy of good
i health today!

' .j

: ;'

American CirlCel' Society
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ACADEMICS
Financial Aid Check Distribution Calendar
Fall 1983 Semester (Dates Subject To
Change)
Type Of Check(s) To
Be Distributed

Distribution Dates/
Students' Last Names

CUSTA, BMBG and
CWS for the Work Period
Ending 912/83

A-L(Tues.) 1014/83
M-Z (Wed.) 10/5/83

NDSLOnly

A-L(Tues.) 10/11/83
M-Z(Wed.) 10/12183

SEEK Stipend and
CWS for the Work Period
Ending 9/23183

A·L(Mon.) 10/24/83
M-Z(Tues.) 10/25/83

PELL and
CWS for the Work Period
Ending 10/14/83

A-C(Mon.) 11114/83
D-I (Tues.) 11115/83
J-M(Wed.) 11/16/83
N-R (Thurs.) 11/17/83
S-Z(F6.) 11118/83

SEEK Stipend and
CWS for the Wosk Period
Ending 1114/83

A-L (Tues.) 12/6/83
M-Z(Wed.I 12/7/83

CWS for the Work Period
Endingll/23/83

A'Z(Fri.I 12/23183

CWS for the Work Period
Ending 12/16/83

A-Z(Fri.I 1113184

CWS for the Work Period
Ending 116/84

A-Z(Fri.I 2/3/84

INSTRUCTIONS
Students must present their Baruch I.D.
cards and validated Bursars receipts - in
order to receive their checks.
Checks will be distributed on the specific
dates shown at the first floor Cashiers' Win
dows, 155 East 24 Street from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p·. m. Checks not picked up on the
dates above are available Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Wednesdays between the
hours of·l O a.m. and 3 p.m. at the first floor
Cashiers' Windows.
Checks not picked up within two weeks
after the distribution dates will be voided.
Financial Aid ·Program Abbreviations:
BMBy - Benard M. Baruch Grant (Paid
ante each Semester).
CUSTA - City University Supplemental
Tuition Assistance (Paid once each
Semester)
NDSL - National Direct Student Loan
(Paid once each Sem.ester)
PELL - Formally BEOG Grant (Paid once
each Semester)
SEEK - Search for Elevation - Education Knowledge (Paid three times each
· Semester)
SEOG - Supplemental Educational Op
portunity Grant (Paid ohce each Semes
ter)

••

COLLEGE WORK
STUDY (CWS)
The amount of a student's College Work
Study check is based upon hours worked
by the student. Time sheets indicating
hours worked must be signed by the stu
dent's supervisor and submitted to the
Financial Aid Office (room 205, 155 East 24
Street) for each three week work period.
Time sheets are due in the Financial Aid Of
fice on the Monday after the three week
work period ends. The first work period of
the Fall 1983 Semester starts September 6,
1983 and ends September 23, 1983, and
the last wor� P,eriod �nd,sJiintJ�ry 6, l�ll�,
_

1983/84
l)ndergraduate
Bulletin
Copies
of
the
1983-1984
Undergraduate Stud.ent Handbook
may be obtained from the Office of
the Registrar, Room 203, 155 East 24th
Street during normal office hours. This
official Baruch College publication
describes the College, its facilities and
their locations, College policies and.
procedures f o r undergraduate
students concerning registration,
status, academic requirements,
graduation, information about extra
and co-curricular activities, honors
and awards. Student rights as codified
by the Board of Trustees of the City
University of New York are repo�ed
in full.
Students should have received a direct
mailing regarding the voluntary student
group health insurance options available
for 1983-1984.

officer's recommendation. Most colleges
grant a full semester of credit. Interns spend
30 hours at the Capital each week, some
eligible students participate in college
work-study or receive supplementary
stipends. The' deadline is for mid-October
set by the college liason officer.
(2) The Graduate Scholars Program pro
vides full-time research, policy analysis or
- teaching positions with Assembly leaders,
committees and _ reseaich staffs. An
$8,000.00 stipend is awarded ·for the
January 3 to August 10 program. Applicants
for the Graduate program must be
matricul-;_ted or have completed a graduate
degree program, and can be any major. Ap
plicants should have excellent research
skills and a strong interest in state govern
ment and the legislatiye process. All com
pleted Graduate Scholars Program applications must be postmarked by November 1,
1983. For further information abour these
programs contact the office of the Dean of
Students, Room 1702 of tlie 26 St. building.
The Assembly Intern Program tan be
contacted at the following number (518)
455-4704 or by writing, Assembly Intern
Program, Legislative Offke Building,
Albany, New York 12248.
•

The effective cilate� of coverage and enroll
ment deadlines are as follows:
Effective
Date
HIP/
Blue Cross/
Blue Shield
Options 1
and 2
Peerless
Insurance
Co.

Deadline

Oct. 1, 1983 Oct. 15, 1983

�epartment of Philosophy
Presents: Case ·Stud-y --h ..

in Business Etllics

Sept. 1, 1983 Oct. 31, 1983

Additional brochures may be obtairied at
the Dean of Students Office, room
1702-360 PAS, or Evening and Graduate
Student Services Office, room 525, 26th
Street.

The Department of Philosophy of Baruch
College announces a new series, open to
all members of th_e Baruch community:

Individuals should ·have received a
direct mailing that described in detail
the available options.
Additional
brochures for those individuals that
may Have not received the mailing can
. be sec(!red in the Medical Office,
Room 308, 17 Lexington Avenue or
Dean of Students Office,.Room 1702,
360 P.A.S.

Two-hour Seminar

From:

P

Ron Aaron, Associate Dean of
Students

Student Programs
In New York
State Assembly

CASE STUDIES IN BUSINESS ETHICS

Each monthly two-hour seminar will be
devoted to a single problem gener�ted by
the dilemmas ·of business activity in
America. Otir tentative format includes a
summary of the facts of the case, followed
by brief analyses by two members of the
Baruch faculty. The largest period of each
colloquium will be given over to free
discussion and participation from the floor.
The seminars will be held on the first Mon
day or first Tuesday of each month, loca
tions to be announced.

Date and Time
Seminar 1, October 4, 1983: 4 to 6 p.m.

Globus Lounge (1 Ali floor, 26th St.
building
Topic: "The. Manville Corporation's Pre
emptive Bankruptcy: Good Business or
Bad Ethics?"
We hope that the "Case Study" ap
proach will provide a fruitful format for in
teraction between faculty from differ�nt
departments and different schools. Sugges
tions for future seminars should be forward
ed to Professor Douglas P. Lackey, Depart
ment of Philosophy, Box 329.

THE REPORTER
DON'T ·co HOME
WITHOUT IJ.

The Ne� York State Assembly sponsors
two programs in January 1984 at the
Capitol, Albany:
(1) The Session Intern Program offers col:
lege studer,its a chance to participate in
state government. A $1,000.00 stipend is
awarded by the Intern Committee to in
terns in the January 3 to May 18 program.
Applicants must be matriculated in a col
lege degree program as juniors or seniors
and may be from any major, have a C+
cumulative average and their college Ira-son

Help Prevent Birth Defects

m"\

. ..... .... ..

Support the
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Veterans Assoc.
Registration Drive

GRAND OPENING

CORNER
DELI
ON THE S.E. CORNER

BY ARMA DO MARTIN
With the frantic hullaballo of registration
finally over, Baruchians can now ease
into the steady grind of attending classes,
engaging in long hours of study and
hopefully, retain enough information to
pass their exams.
During registration I had the opportunity
to meet many new and returning students.
Sitting at the information booth each day, I
attempted to register as many students as
possible to vote. After the first week I was
convinced that trying to get a date with Sue
Simmons of Channel 4 ews would prove
less frustrating and more successful than
enlightening Baruch students to the impor
tance of taking part in the country's
political process.
Apathy and ignorance competed for the
title of how best to describe the average in
dividual. I was often confronted with
responses such as, "Sorry I don't have the
time", " o thanks I don't want to vote",
or, the classic response, "Vote? For what?,
ah, I'm not interested." Only through
perserverance and a sense of duty to resur
rect the poor souls from their tombs of
darkness, was I able to register a little over
one hundred persons. The entire ex
perience fanned the flames of the radical
activist within, and thus I'm compelled to
address all those who, "weren't
interested". Hopefully a message moving
you from indolence to action will be coneyed.
Clearly, not only as young adults but
more so as students and future navigators
o( society's ultimate destination,
Baruch1ans must become aware of the rela
tionship existing between politics and other
facets within the country and various com
munities. The tentacles of political in
fluence reaches further into pockets of 01-:.
lives than is normally recognized.
It isn't by mere coincidence that drugs
can be purchased as easy as a bottle of
aspirin from "Duane Reade" in one
neighborhood, and as hard to find as a
snow ball in the Sahara in another. Similar
contrasting occurences exist concerning
matters like police patrols after dusk,
prom p t s a n i t a t ion p ick ups, modern
teaching aids in schools, efficiently oper
ating public transportation lines, and
adequately staffed medical centers.
o coincidence my friend, just one
group protecting their interests and another
not making use of a sovereign right that is
one of the basic principles upon which this
country was established. o doubt self in
terest travels cleverly concealed behind
rhetoric such as, more jobs, less crime,
higher wages, lower inflation, within every
political campaign. Actual results usually
materialize in communities whose polling
power wields the greatest influence.
Along with community level awareness,
Baruchians must learn to question and ex
amine the political machine at the national
and international heights as well. The
obliterating after-effects of any dement
ed polic implemented today, will surely
cripple you and me tomorrow, while the
architects of the de astation would al
read ha e died a natural death.
I he only sa ing grace that we have is
our elves. Our generation is next in line to
a sume the currently held leadership posi
tions. o� is the time to begin training by
becoming knowlegable of and acti ely in
vol ed in the ocial and political happen
ing affecting our lives at the moment and
in the future.
ore important than a diploma sym
bolizing academic learning, is the "real
, orld" education that tests the substance
of our character and hardens the fibers of
our personalit . o textbook can train
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you to be concientious, insightful, ag
gressive, motivated, nor unafraid. The only
way to acquire these attributes is to get in
volved with something outside of yourself.
If all that you've learned during your stay at
Baruch can be found between two over
priced hardback covers, then your time
was wasted. Chances are you won't con
tribute anything of substantial value to
society. I challenge you to learn not only
what is inside your text, but what is going
on throughout the world, then attempt to
change anything you don't like.
Functioning a s a medium throu g h
which you m a y accept m y challenge, the
Baruch College Veterans A ssociation will
be conducting a voter registration drive
throughut the year. We have hundreds
of forms and will be receiving informa
tion concerning how to locate v a r ious
l e g i s la tors a n d exactly what they are
doing for their constituents.
We are asking all of the other organiza
tions and faculty to join us in spreading the
mood of social and political awareness
throughout Baruch. The goal of our move
ment is to awaken and motivate; from in
dolence to action.
The BCVA is located at 360 PAS rm.
1701. Registration forms can also be ob
tained in the S tudent Center-A lley
Lounge, at the information desk. Again,
I urge all students to expand their educa
tion beyond the confines of Baruch.
Make the pursuit of knowl�dge a limit
less unrestricted horizon. Iii

25th &' PARK AVE. SOUTH
OVER 100 lffiPORTED
BEERS

CATERING FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
BREAKFAST &' LUNCH
SPECIALS

677-5202
FREE DELIVERY

FREE CUP OF COFFEE OR TEA WITH PURCHASE
OF SANDWICH WHEN YOU BRING THIS AD
Open mon. Thru Fri. 7 Am - 7 Pm

_§fl'
HERE ARE SOME VERY GOOD
REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD JOIN
THE REPORTER
Frank Potash,

Staff Writer: "I like to see my name in print."

I. Alison Smith,
Rick Hill,

Staff Writer: "As a journalism major, I think it is an excellent way to gain
some first-hand experience and at the same time learn the
workings of our college."

Staff Writer: "If you have something on your mind, what better way to get an an
swer than to be a reporter? You can go right to the policymakers for
first-hand information!''

Gene Cassidy'

your resume."
Staff Writer: "Think how good a Pulitzer prize will look on

Beverley Douglas:

Editor-in-Chief: "Gray hairs add character and since I have become
Editor-in-Chief, I've added a lot of character."

P;me8

THE REPORTER
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- The American Society for Perso�nel -Administration -

(ASPA)

A national organization dedicated !O furthering knowledge in the area of pel'$onnel __
management.· If you have an in_terest in management, your membership in the
local chapter at Baruch College will enable you to:

J

...

We ·welcome all :interested students
For further informatio,n, please call
Charles Lyle or , at 725-3385 between 4 and 9 pm
Carleen Morsf1 . : �; .. - -··
•

'I•
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QUE ST ION:

Baruch To- Cut 31
Non-Professorial Positions

Have you ever had problems with these
elevators? How would you feel if they were automated? (Asked of
Evening Students in the 23rd St Building).

Photos by Mike Richardson

BY BEVERLEY OOUGLAS

The Budget Office of the City University
of New York has stipulated" that 31 posi
tions at Baruch College be eliminated by
June 1984, according to President Segall.
In August of this year, CUNY's Bud_get
Office issued a directive - from Governor
Cuomo's office - to eliminate 350 positions
at the senior colleges, central office and the
graduate school. Administrators were not
advised where to cut, however, but ac
cording to Pres ident Segall, the posi
tions-non-professorial-will be elimi
nated through attrition-retirements,
resignations, or deaths.

Head of Romance
Language Dept.
Continued
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During the year, as positions become va
cant, they will not be filled. Baruch College
has vacancies which must now be filled,
but President Segall plans to shift the posi
tions, i.e., fill-vacancies that are essential to
the smooth operations of the college and
for the well-being of the students.
According to the president, Governor
Cuomo's campaign statements have no
merit since he had promised to look out for
the City University. "But," says the presi
dent, "he is cutt:ng us very sharply."
In his campaign speeches, the governor
had stated that it was not his intention to
raise taxes. However, in order to meet the
budget deficit, $36 billion of state expen
ditures has had to be reduced. Yet the
Governor appears to be concentrating on
the state workforce which constitutes
only $6 billion of the $36 billion budget.
"This college is in good shape," the presi
dent said and "can survive the cut." Segall
added that his administration was not
pleased with the cut. Indeed he says, "We
have been underfunded for a long time but
we are used to frugality and we know how
to cope."

Sharon Baptiste (Freshman) I have
no problems, however, 1 think auto
mation would be much better.

Mario Olivier (Junior) I've had prob
lems with the elevators, but I usually
take the stairs-it's faster and more
reliable. It hink it would be more cori
venient for the elevators to be
automated.

Edith · Ferguson (Upper Sophomore)
Yes, definitely, I have problems with
the elevators all of the time. There is a
constant wait. I don't know if automa
tion would speed up the process, but
we coUld give it a try. It misht prove to
be more effective.

Reaccredited By AACSB
Continued from

Page
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During her 17 years at Hofstra, Professor
Sirgado taught all the undergraduate and
graduate courses in the Spanish Depart
ment as well as the 17th and 18th century
European literature offerings of the Depart
ment of Comparative Literature. She was a
member of the President's Committee on
Academic Excellence and served as
Associate Provost for Graduate Studies.
Prdesor Sirgado was also Acting Dean of
the Division of Continuing Edl.lcation. a

·Helena Lobo (Lower Junior) Waiting
on long lines is a problem I've had
with the elevators. Automation would
be definitely more efficient.

Douglas Carmichael
Continued from Page 1

Dean

Connelly

There are currently 15, 195 students
enrolled at Baruch. Approximately 90% of
the students are in business. In light of the
fact that as Dean Connelly stated, "some
employers only recruit from . accredited
schools ,'' this accreditation takes on added
meaning.
As De.an Connelly conclud�d, "1.he
botto·m 1-ine is tha t this· is a quality
. a
school."
Professor · Carmichael is excited about
teacning at Baruch. "I find auditing to be a
very intelligent and intellectually challeng
ing subject," he said. In fact, the profes
sor's only goal he hopes to achieve is to
convince his students of the challenge !hat
auditing offers.
For all those still unsure about their pro
- SAVES BABIES
pects after college, Professor Carmichael
feels that the prospects for accounting ma
jors are "fantastic!" Currently teaching ad
HELP FIGHT
vanced auditing (sec. 5324) for undergrad
BIRTH DEFECTS
uates and for all those studying for an
MBA Prof. Carmichael also teaches ..
· · ·_;a,·""-�=
- --=--�-"'-""""=�·- -:'
.
aut!idhg"for-MB��!�nts(seb:·gai1i..• -··.·t:..:..::...-�,,..:·c..: ...c·..:..�

March of
Dimes

John O'Connor (Upper Sophomore)
The elevators in this building aren't
too bad because you can control them
better with the operators, however,
�utomation would be a lot better.

Cuseppe Defalco· (Upper Senior) I
use the stairs, because I can't stand
taking the elevator. If ·automation
would speed up the-process, it would
be okay. However, people would
have .to give up their jobs. Automation
may be worse too, because people
don't hold the doors for you and you'll
have to wait for another elevator.
There is, as well, always the possibility
of them breaking down.
... ·..
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Baruch Coll�ge is in the process of pur
chasing a building at 22€,-232 Park Avenue
South, at 19th street.

- Plans Tu-Purchase

Additional
B_uilding In_

The l9th Street building has fourteen
floors, of -:Vhich Baruch will occupy a
little more than a half. The space will be
reser;ved for the library. "We have students
sitting on the floor in the library trying to
study,",said Joel Segall, Baruch's presiden_t.
The space that the library preseritly oc.- ·
cupies will be given over to other par:!s of .
the college.
President Segall · elaborated to · The
Reporter_ reasons for' the pu·rchase- of
another building. We want to acquire,
renovate, and Fe"1abilitate:We need space
desperately. We have Jes_s square feet per
full-time equivalent' student fha·n any of the
senior colleges. We do111 t have enough
c'lassrooms,, large · cla.ssrooms, dr student ·
space. We are yery hard . pressed for
_space-'.'
Baruch pays millions of dollars a year to
re�t space in commercial buildings. 'That's

?f New York. A plar,i to J3urchase-the. 19th
street bwilEJi·ng and l�ase about halt of it to
the College of Optor,netry is in t"1e works:
"Baruch College. can purchase· the 19th . ,
street building, r, ehabilttate it, .use gbout
half of it for its owh purposes, and rent the
other half to·the State 10niver-sity College of
_ Optometry. Both·units will li>enefit from it,"
Seg�II said.
.
; The plan to purchase space io the 19th
street· buil<rling was discussed about a year
and a half ago. The Board of Trustees
passed a resolution al'Qrig with the Budget
Offi�� iri Alba�y,, authorizing the p�rch'as
jng plans. The plan nciw has to be fi_nalizt;d
by the Board of Regents of -the· State of
f\lew Yprk. If the_Board of Reger.its final-·
izes the plan, an<;J the 19th Street build
ing is acquired, then· p!ans for. the reha
bilitation will be laid out.

The Works
,BY DENISE JOHNSON

not entirely satisfactory for us,'" ·stated
Segall, "because we ar� commercial
can't do whai we· want ·with
tenants-we
.
the builqihg." Segall added that "the State
University also has a very tight. lir;nit on
its capital expendit1:Jres. Consequently,
ooth institutio�s will enter a purchase/
lease affange!T)ent at the 'new building.
Baruch was evicted from the 315 Park
. Avenue South building along with the Col
lege of Optometry of the State .University

Me�rc�r - -�IH�gt_on
To S}Ytn8 At B�/,uch
b;nd sound, is dir!=Cted by Mercer Ell
ingtbn, the_ Duke's son. Mercer took over·,
the bank, which includes m1:Jsicians from·
the original Ellington Orchestra, after his
iathe.r's death in 1974. The band's reper-.
toire inclwd!=s all the Elliogton classics,
music that" provided the inspiration for the
hit Broadway musical, Sophisticated Ladies.
The Maur,ice Hines Revue is _a popul�r
Broadway-style' danee company. Hines
himself began his career with his brother
Gregory as part o'f the famous dance team,
"Hines, Hines and Dad." He-has appe_ared
in several Broadway shows, including
Eubie, Bring Back Birdie, and Sophisticat�d
Ladies', and has become a noted
c"1oreog r�pher.. Mercer's daughter
Mercedes Ellington, another star of
Sophisticated Ladies, is a featured dancer in·
the group:_
Tickets are $8.00 and $12.50 and may be
obtained from the Baruch Coll�ge Alumni
'Office at-(212) 75-3024 or from Chargit at
(212) 944-9�00.

The Duke Ellington Orchestr;i and the
v,
Maurice Hines dance company will be ap
For further information, contact the
pearing in concert on Saturday, October c Alumni Office, Box 280, 17· Lexington
22, sponsored'by the Baruch College AlumAvenue, New York, �y 10010 or c�II (212)
ni Association. The concert will be given at
725-3024. Tickets can also be pun::hased
8 p.m. in the audi'toriu,,.; �f the main
from Dorothy Conover at the Stadent
building at 17.Lexington Avenue.
Center.
This non-pr.ofit production is the third in
a series of concerts pl,rnned by the Baruch
College Alumni Association, and is open to
Baruch students, alumni, Gramercy Park
residents.

According to President' Segall the 19th
Street building will not be open for stu.
derit or faculty use in fhe near future. a

, The March Of Dimes
Dowble Anniversary
1938-1958
20 Y-ea'rs to Conquer Pollo

Salk vaccil'le
Sabin vaccine -

1958-1983
25 Years Fighting Birth Defects

Evaluation and trea.tment cen�ers
PKU testing and treatment
Rubella vaccinatiO/"il
Rh· vaccination
Rerirnatal care
Education for pre�ention
Genetic c_ounseling
Prenatal diagnosis
Intensive care of sick newborn
'rrevemion of low birth_;,eighi
Pren�tal medlcation and surgery

45 Years Serving Am_erica's Ghlldren.

nt\ Suppdrt the

'li'-�(�bK:�tRJ!!"�

.Spanish - Club _V_isits_ J\capulc.o
.

BY MANUEL TINEO
great vaGation spot also. A very romantic;: ci:
For the past two years, the Baruch Colty, part of its romanti, cism, is due to its
,lege Spanish �ub has or. ganized el'ld of the
natu1al atmosphere.
school y_ear vacation trips.
Everyc\�·e w�nted ··to get his money's
Last year, a group of 60 Baruchial'ls went
worth and ACAPULCO came through. Just
to. Puerto Rico for one week (la isla del en
·10 rriention a few things: The discotheques
canto). They had a fantastic'" time.
weie terrific, the live shows at hotels ar.iel:
However; a -week is n@t <\. long time,
the ACAl?U-LCQ center were faritastic:,""the
especial:IY, when one 1-Y,Af)IS to escape the ' · beathes, simply beat,Jtifult-..the 'lDwll frghts
· noise and the pressures of New York City · were very entertair:iing, tbe cliff divefs ·
for a while. All the fun did net include a
show was a little dangerous for t"1e diver '
0ne day trip to Saint Thomas, a few minutes
but very entertaining for the viewers, the
food was go0d and cheap, and the r,,eoli)/e
away from Pl!lerto Rico, by plane. The flight
from Pue.r.to R,i,w t0•Saint ifhomas, was a litwere very h0spita:0le. ·

A to,ur aroun� the island included ,an hour's stop
i-t an aquari1 Um - 500 feet below sea level
Now, here are comments from some
tie scary since only small propeller planes
people in, the group om our return trii;, to
are_ used. Bee.ause everyone wanted to get
the BIG APPLE:'
his' �oney's worth, it was -agreed to take
, the chance aoywa;y. /.\fter all, it was worth
shoulo have bee� a lor;iger vacatiol'l"
"This
very·nic.
a
was
the trouble because.it
e flight.
in�luded _an hol!r's
A tour around the island
"I do not want to go qack to New York,"
.
"If I had money, I would stay here,"
stop on a beaut-iful beaGh and a 45 minutes
"I am going to New York, but I am goir:ig-t0
stop at an ·aqNarium. The. aqwarium was
be working ·hard. to save money IQ come
built at approximately 500 feet lDelow sea
back here."
level and fhe fishes and reptiles were seen
love this _place, I wish I could stay." and
"I
in the most natur.al atmosphere, ,;
§O on.
Well folks, that-is a very biief description
of what we did in Puerto Rico and Sairit
To those who did mot m-ake it to Puerto
Thomas last year. Now, c_omes the real fun.
Ri€P or Acapuleo, the Spanish Club has
Last August, a group of 75 people from
Baruch incloding several ·outsiders went to � plans to vacation in Spain ,ne_xt year. Start •
saving those bucks and get in touch ·with
ACAPULCO, Mexico. This city, ,is qne of
th·e Span.ish Club.
the n:ios.t beautifLJI in the world, and is a

Big Band Sound
The l 6�piece Duke Ellington Orchestra,
perhaps the 'leading exponent of the big

•

,\

HOSPITALITY
... warm as the
Southern Sun!
(212) 3.60-7110/1/2

(23rd St. Mid-Manhattan)
310 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10010

·... .'.·
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INTRODUCTORY
BUDGET SAVER!
3. Would those of you with childcare work
experience consider earning income by
providing childcare services for fellow
students?
If your answer is YES to any or all of the
abo e questions, The Office of Evening and
Graduate Student Services would ap
preciate your assistance by contacting our
office in Room 529, 46 East 26th Street. The
Assistant Director, Karen Marlib, is current
ly conducting The Baruch Children Ex
change Survey to assess the needs and con
cerns of our student population in regard to
children.

1. Are you a Baruch student and parent?
2. Do you anticipate the continued (or
new) need for CHILDCARE (in home or
elsewhere) during day or evening hours
through the Fall 1983/Spring 1984
terms?

To complete the survey, visit her Monday
through Thursday from 2:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. If thee are any further questions pe
taining to the above, call 725-3385. See
Dorothy Conover at the Information desk
in the Student Center for additional survey
forms.
Karen Marlib
Assistant Director
0
Evening & G raduate Student Services

25¢ OFF WITH THIS COUPON ON
ANY REGULAR SIZE HAMBURGER
IN ANY OF BARUCH'S CAFETERIAS.
ONE COUPON PER PERSON.
25¢

25¢

ANY REGULAR SIZE
HAMBURGER

25¢

25¢

Coupon Valid until 10/12/83

Travelling: When the Night Falls
BY SUDHA SRIVASTAVA
"Crime is the first thing that comes to
was money they wanted, and they said
mind," says Althea Downie, a Baruch
yes. So I took out my wallet and gave
student. "It is dangerous, no question
them whatever I had. They seemed
about it," adds her friend, Ruth Sison,
pleased but they still wanted me to
also a Baruch student. Ms. Downie
come with them to the parking lot. That
was the critical moment, and I took a
mostly travels in a car with her husband.
"I feel quite safe with him," she says,
chance. I said, 'Now you have got what
"but if I had to go anywhere in New
you want, so let me go,' and I started
York alone at night, I don ' t think I
walking forward. I was relieved to see
would."
that they did not follow me. They just
Bernadette Jones, who has to com
ran in the opposite direction."
mute every day from New York City to
Long Island, feels the same way. "I pre
fer not to go anywhere at night, especi
ally not alone," she says. "Crime is not
the only reason, though," she adds, "it
is also the distance. Anywhere you want
to go to is so far away, and I don't like
travelling at night, unless it is in a car.
Travelling in a car is the safest way to
Mr. Jenkins now travefs on Metro
get around at night.u
north trains, and feels that they are very
Ms. S ison does not think so. " ot
safe. "If anyone did commit a crime on
necessarily," she says. "It really de
this train, the police would be waiting
pends on the area you are in. If you go
for him at the next station. The conduc
to the Bronx, even being in a car does
tor would have called them already," he
not make you feel safe."
says. "Besides, there are so many peo
"I guess it also depends on whether
ple on the trains early at night that
you are a male or a female," adds Ms.
there is no way anyone can get away
Downie. "I think women feel more un
with anything."
safe being out at night in ew York
"The reason it is more unsafe in the
than men do."
subways at night is the crowds," says
David Jenkins, an executive at the
Treaty, a member of the Guardian An
United ations who lives in Westches
gels. "Everyone gets out of work at that
ter, does not agree. "Generally speak
time and the kids are out of school; the
ing, it is dangerous to be travelling at
crowd makes it easier for someone to
night in ew York for a man or a wom
steal things unnoticed. Much later at
an," he says. "Being a man does not
help. I was mugged once while going
home at night when I lived in Manhat
tan," he remembers. "I was walking
towards my apartment when I saw three
men coming from the opposite side. I
mo ed a little towards my right at the
same time that one of them moved
towards his left. We both moved on the
night, it is the lack of people that beother side at the same time and I sudcomes the cause of much graver
denl realized that it was no coincidence.
crimes," she adds. "Travelling on foot
The one in the middle had his han.ds in
his pocket and he told me that he had a
at night in certain areas of Manhattan is
most dangerous," she continues, "T�e
gun and asked me to walk with them to
_
the .e1npfy �ar��n_'.g'Jot� 1 ?���0-tHe:n:i }! )t '' aarRness. has·:{cimefbing t6'.cfo witb Jt.' It'..
_,
.
. .

makes criminals bolder. Perhaps the
knowledge that they won't be recognized
makes them do things at night that they
wouldn't do during the daytime."
"Sure the darkness or the dimness
makes it easier," Mr. Jenkins believes,
"when the night falls, it is people who
get bruised. If I had a mind to mug
someone, I would (1) wait for night, (2)
go to the wealthier parts of New York,
and (3) find someone travelling alone. !f

Crowds make it easier for someone
to steal things unnoticed
you must travel in New York at night,"
he advises, "you should make sure you
are not alone. You can considerably re
duce the chances of being victimized if
you have someone with you."
Although it seems to be the common
opinion that crime is the major drawback
of travelling at nigh in New York, it is
not the only reason why people feel so
unfavorably towards it. "There are so
many people in New York," Bernadette
Jones says, "and at night they are all in
a hurry to get home. The long queues at
the bus stops are simply horrendous.
The buses come and go and your tuq1
still doesn't come. It becomes very frus
trating and puts people in a foul mood.

If you must travel in New York at
night, make sure you're not alone
The actual ride itself is not so bad," she
adds, "I sleep all the way, even if I am
standing!"
Guardian Angel Treaty is one of many
who believe that subways are one of the
most d�f!gerous wa_y_s. tp_ travel a,t r:i ight.

Ms. Sison, who mostl y travels the sub
ways, says, 'They are not the sa(est
way to travel at night. There are very
few people around, and the crime rate
in subways is very high." But Sergeant
James Duffy, who works for the Transit
Authority Police, disproves the myth.
"So many people believe that subways
are very dangerous, but that is not real
ly true," he says. "In 1982, there were
15,192 felony crimes in the subways,
which is only 2.5% of the overall crimes
in New York City. In 1981, it was 15,195.
The amounts are almost the same, but
these are only the preliminary data we
have available at this time. For the last 8
months, the crime rate in New York �as
been going down, especially due to the
400 extra man unit we have had since
April 1982. Since then, the crimes have
significantly decreased and the activities
of the Transit Police have increased.
There have been much more arrests and
summonses. A nother myth is about
night-time being more dangerous, but
most of the crimes take place during 12
noon to 8 p.m. because of the rush
hours. If you ask someone the amount
of homicides in subways, they will tell
you about 400 per year, but the actual
amount is only about 15 per year. I be
lieve that subways and buses are pretty
safe to travel in at night, or even day,
because we have a lot more uniformed
and un-uniformed policemen patrolling
them at all times."
Sergeant Duffy has at least one sup
porter regarding the safety of night
travelling. "I think it is pretty safe,"
says Bruce Hillis, a colleague of Mr.
Jenkins. "I used to walk the streets of �
New York late at night not too long
ago," he says, "I would start at Battery
Park and walk all the way up to 42nd
Street. No one ever approached me. Not
even women!" he laughs.

t.J.
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ARE YOU STILL THINKING

Of Writing for the Reporter?

STOP. THINKING!
And Put Your Thoughts On Our PaJ)er
Come to Room 501 of the 26th St. Bid.
I. , . - ... , . ,·

